SUCCESS STORY
V-BELT

PROBLEM
A customer was looking to improve production on a pump jack running single C270 belts. The belts were not ordered to run as sets and small differences in their nominal lengths was causing an uneven distribution of load; this crippled the extraction rate of the pump and ultimately the belts would fail after 4 months.

SOLUTION
Optibelt VB C section v-belts

RESULTS
The customer replaced the existing belts with Optibelt classical v-belts. Optibelts S=C Plus length tolerances are the tightest in the industry and do not require matched set ordering to be run in sets.

The S-C Plus v-belts not only reduced downtime but the tighter tolerances improved performance extracting oil at a greater rate.

INDUSTRY
Oil/Gas

APPLICATION
Pump Jack

COMPANY PROFILE
Oil Field